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Abstract 
A discussion of the evolution of software system configurations should have some formal 
basis in order to make the concepts applicable in a broad environment. Formal definitions 
should be provided for a number of notions associated with this topic including the notions of 
software system architecture, the restrictions of the software system configurations and the 
mechanisms used to control the evolution of the structural and functional descriptions. The 
basis for the logical formalism is a formal description of the transitions that might occur in the 
software change process, the purpose of the formalism being to allow deductions to be made 
about the validity of such transitions. Transitions are represented as actions with deontic 
notions to allow the statement of “permission” and “obligation”. Actions apply to a state model 
of a change process cenario. This model describes ome of the essential features of a configura- 
tion management system, that is, versions, and module and subsystem families. Predicates are 
defined for this model essentially as invariants describing, for example, the relationship between 
a concrete interface and an abstract interface. We argue the generality of the logical formalism 
by illustrating its applicability to the expression of change processes in general software 
descriptions. 
Keywords: Configuration management; Software evolution; Programming in the large; Modal 
logic; Theorem prover 
1. Introduction 
The software configuration management process, which is critical to the mainten- 
ance of large software systems, can be defined as the process of managing system 
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changes [8]. Software versions are created by applying changes to existing software 
and a crucial role of the configuration management team is change control. Uncon- 
trolled change quickly leads to chaos and configuration management is concerned 
with the impact of changes, determining the cost of these changes, and deciding if and 
when changes should be applied. Furthermore, the development of large-scale soft- 
ware systems will require changes in the patterns of work in system development 
organizations. These expected changes are in part because of the need to apply formal 
and knowledge-based methods to the solution of software engineering problems and 
to the construction of advanced software tools that support specific subphases of the 
software systems life cycle. This tendency toward more formal approaches to software 
configuration management isconsistent with the characteristics which are expected to 
appear in so-called fourth-generation management and version control software [7]. 
A discussion of the evolution of software system configurations hould have some 
formal basis in order to make the concepts applicable in a broad environment. Formal 
definitions should be provided for a number of notions associated with this topic 
including the notions of software system architecture, the restrictions on the software 
system configurations, and the mechanisms used to control the evolution of the 
structural and functional descriptions. The basis of the logical formalism is a formal 
description of the transitions that might be made in the software change process, the 
purpose of the formalism being to allow deductions to be made about the validity of 
such transitions. Transitions are represented as actions with deontic notions to allow 
the statement of “permission” and “obligation”. Actions apply to a state model of 
a change process scenario. This model describes some of the essential features of 
a configuration management system, that is, versions, and module and subsystem 
families. Predicates are defined for this model essentially as invariants describing, for 
example, the relationship between a concrete interface and an abstract interface. 
In this paper we present a logical approach to evolving software systems which can 
be viewed as a programming-in-the-large transformation process applied to architec- 
tural descriptions of software systems. First, in Section 2 we present a generalized 
formal description of the software system architectures from the viewpoint of evolving 
software systems. In Section 3 the semantics of the change process of the software 
configuration states (taken as software system architectural descriptions) is presented 
through a logical approach that involves theories representing these states and their 
changes when affected by actions. A deontic/modal (action) extension of the many- 
sorted first-order logic is used to capture the changes and their prescriptions. We also 
indicate a deductive reasoning method to show the step-by-step evolution of the 
software system descriptions. The method is based on a general tableau using 
constant domain first-order action logic with arbitrary (constant and nonconstant) 
actions and some deontic features. This proof method can be seen as a realization of 
the semantics of the change process of evolving software system configurations. In 
Section 4 we show how the logical formalism allows us to describe and reason about 
changes in the structural, the interface and the functional aspects of the components of 
architectural descriptions of the software systems. Reasoning about functional aspects 
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of these descriptions is achieved through the interaction of a theorem prover for the 
proposed metalogic formalism and a theorem prover for reasoning about sequential 
programs. In this approach the alterations of software descriptions can be viewed as 
programming-in-large transformations stated by means of the descriptive/prescriptive 
(deontic) features of actions. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions. 
2. The software structure graphs 
The change process for the description of software system architectures can be seen 
as a sequence of software system architectural descriptions. First, we begin with an 
initial description SSO of the software system architecture which evolves by the 
execution of a particular change r. to a description SSr This intermediate software 
description then evolves to descriptions SSi (i = 2,3, . . .) through the execution of the 
successive changes ri (i = 2, 3, . . . ), until an actual software system description is 
reached. 
Each software architectural description SSI, (k = 1, . . . ) can be seen as a configura- 
tion state of the software system. These conjiguration states will later be defined as 
software structure graphs, being represented by acyclic directed graphs in which the 
leaf nodes are modular families and the internal nodes are subsystem families 
[17,18,20]. The purpose here is to describe how the software system components and 
their different configurations can be specified so that they can be maintained. 
A module family is a set of source files that share the same interface properties that 
characterize the family. A particular family member (module) is called a version of that 
family and each version is realized by a particular source file. Each module of the 
software system provides a set of resources, as data types, functions, procedures, 
variables, etc., for use in qther modules and can require some resources that are 
provided by other modules. A subsystemfamily is a set of configurations that satisfy 
a particular interface specification. A configuration is defined as a set of modules (or 
other configurations) that can be combined. A particular configuration that is a mem- 
ber of a subsystem family is called a version of that family. 
The proposed formalism for the definition of the static description given by the 
definition of a software architectural description is consistent with the observation 
that a software system usually evolves as a family of closely related entities [20]. 
Furthermore, if a module interconnection language (MIL) is to be used to record 
the evolving structure of a software system, then we should keep in mind that 
most software systems exists as families of related systems. A particular compiler, 
for example, may evolve into a family of systems, each intended for a particular 
kind of target machine. In this context, we share the viewpoint that to control the 
evolution of software configurations we have to focus on programming in the large, 
describe the interface resources and how the components depend on each other 
as well as preserve these dependencies between the modules of a system as the system 
evolves [ 173. 
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In what follows we present a generalized formal description of the software system 
architectures from the viewpoint of evolving software systems. 
Definition. A software architectural description is denoted by the tuple 
SS = (SG, SR, S V, SI, SC), 
where 
(a) SG is a structure graph; 
(b) SR extends SG with resource-related information; 
(c) SV extends SG with version-related information; 
(d) SI extends SG with interface-related information; 
(e) SC extends SG with configuration-related information. 
We first have to present he overall system structure which we call here the structure 
graph (SG). 
Definition. A structure graph is an acyclic directed graph denoted by the tuple 
SG = (N, FN, S,, E), 
where 
(a) N is a finite nonempty set of nodes of the graph; 
(b) FN is a finite nonempty set of software node names; 
(c) S, : N + FN is a bijection, i.e. each node in N is associated with a unique system 
name (these are the names of the subsystem families and the module families); 
(d) E is a subset of N x N which constitutes the edges of the structure graph. 
The above structure graph SG describes the hierarchical relations between module 
families and subsystem families. In order to introduce the resources we present the 
following definition. 
Definition. A resource-augmented structure graph is denoted by the tuple 
- 
SR = (SG, SR), 
where SR comprises the information related to resources: 
SR = ( Pr, Rq, T, TR >, 
and 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
SG is a structure graph; 
R is a finite nonempty set of resources; 
Pr : N + 2R is a total function (2R denotes the power set of R); we say that 
a structure node k provides a resource r iff r E Pr(k); 
(4 
(4 
(0 
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Rq : N + 2R is a total function; we say that a structure node k requires a resource 
I iff reR,(k); 
T is a nonempty set of types. As the focus of this work is on the change process 
of the software architectural descriptions, we decided to assume, for simplicity, 
that we only have simple primitive types and avoid the characterization of 
a particular type system for the languages; 
TR: R x N + T is a partial function, i.e. each resource in R belonging to 
a component unity n E N has a unique type (n can be a module family m or 
a subsystem family s; the types of the resources of a module version u or 
a configuration c will be given later). 
Now we can refine the resource-augmented structure graph in order to describe 
both the module versions and implementations, and the software configurations. The 
following definition introduces the version aspects of the evolving software systems. 
Definition. A version-augmented structure graph is denoted by the tuple 
- 
Sk’= (SG,SR,SV), 
where SV comprises the information that covers the version-related aspects: 
SV = <S,, K Mv, 1, MI, Pro, &a, TV), 
and 
I; 
(c) 
(d) 
(4 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
SG is a structure graph; 
SR contains the resource-related information; 
S, : N + { sf, mf } is a total function called structure system function that, for any 
node k in N, distinguishes if it is a subsystem family or a module family; 
Vis a finite set of module versions which constitute the module family members; 
Mv: N -+ 2” is a partial injective function such that M,(k) is defined for every 
leaf node k (module families); we say that M,(k) is the set of module versions at 
k 
I is a finite nonempty set of implementations; 
MI : V + I is a bijection, i.e. each module version m in V has a unique source file 
that realizes it; 
Pru : V + 2R is a total function; we say that a particular module version u pro- 
vides a resource r iff r E Pru(u); 
Rqu : V-r 2R is a total function; we say that a particular module version 
u requires a resource r iff r E Rqu(v); 
TV : R x V + T is a partial function, i.e. each resource in R belonging to a version 
component UE V has a unique type. 
Each module family has an abstract interface specification. This specification 
lists the functional properties of each resource provided by the module family in a 
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nonprocedural, implementation-in-dependent manner. Similarly, each module family 
member (or version) has a concrete interface specification. This concrete specification 
lists the functional properties of each resource that is an operation in a implementa- 
tion-dependent manner by precondition and postcondition assertions in a Hoare-like 
style. We will require later that each implementation of a module M must satisfy the 
concrete interface specification for M and that the concrete specification for M (in 
a module version) must satisfy the abstract interface specification for the module 
family. The following definition presents the interface aspects of the software architec- 
tural description. 
Definition. An interface-augmented structure graph is denoted by the tuple 
ST = (SC, SR, SV, SI), 
where SZ comprises the information related to the interface: 
SI = (fl AISJ’, CIS), 
(4 
(f) 
(g) 
SC is a structure graph; 
SR contains the resource-related information; 
S V contains the version-related information; 
is the set of all the formulas of the abstract specification language (L) selected to 
describe the functional properties of each resource provided by the module 
family in a nonprocedural, implementation-independent way. Abstract model 
techniques, such as VDM, can be used in this context; 
AIS : N -+ 2f is a partial function; each node m representing a module family has 
an abstract interface specification of the operation resources (e.g. procedures); 
this abstract interface specification is a set of formulas of the language L. 
Among the AZS formulas we have, for example, assertions that describe the 
operations belonging to the resources of the module family m. For instance, for 
each resource I that denotes an operation, i.e. r = o and o l Pr(m) we have, 
respectively, the precondition and postcondition assertions pre(o, m) and 
post(o, m) expressed in a language-independent way; 
f’ is the set of all the formulas of the concrete specification language (L’) 
selected to describe the functional properties of each operation resource pro- 
vided by the module family in a language-dependent way; these properties can 
be stated, for example, by means of precondition and postcondition assertions 
in a Hoare-like style; 
CZS: V+ 2f’ is a partial function; each module version v has a concrete 
interface specification of the operation resources (e.g. procedures); this concrete 
interface specification is a set of formulas of the language L’; among these CIS 
formula we have, for example, assertions that describe the operations belonging 
to the set of resources of the module version v, i.e. for each resource r such that 
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r = o and o E Pru(u) we have the assertions pre(o, O) and post(o, u) expressed in 
a language-dependent way. 
The following definition presents the configuration aspects of the software architec- 
tural description. 
Definition. A conjiguration-augmented structure graph is a tuple 
SC = (SC, SR, SV, SI, SC), 
where SC comprises the information related to the configuration: 
SC = <C, C,, Mc, Prc, Rqc, Tc>, 
and 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
(k) 
SC is a structure graph; 
SR contains the resource-related information; 
S V contains the version-related information; 
SZ contains the interface-related information; 
SC contains the configuration-related information; 
C is set of configurations; 
Cs : N + 2’ is a partial function; to each subsystem family (node k of N for which 
Sf(k) = sf) we associate a set of configurations which are called the members of 
this family; 
for each configuration c E C,(n) we have to characterize the set of components 
defined by: 
M,(c) = {<S,(ki)&i>, . . ..(S.(M..t&>}, 
where S,(k,) (for i = 1 , . . . ,I) is the name of a module o subsystem family and fmi 
is the name of a family member of ki. This family member can be a module 
version u if S,(k’) = mf or it can be a configuration c if S,(k’) = sf; 
Prc : C + 2R is a total function; we say that a particular configuration c provides 
a resource r iff r E Prc(c); 
Rqc : C + 2R is a total function; we say that a particular configuration c requires 
a resource r iff r E Rqc(c); 
T, : R x C + T is a particular function, i.e. each resource in R that belongs to 
a configuration component c E C has a unique type. 
A software architectural description together with a set of associated restrictions, 
that denote in general static and dynamic properties, constitute in our view the notion 
of a valid state of an evolving software system configuration. In fact, all the properties 
of the software architectural descriptions can be used to characterize how the state of 
a system configuration may be altered. We will give an example of a static restriction 
of the software architectural system in the what follows [12,17]. This restriction 
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concerns the validity of configurations through the notion of well-formed configura- 
tions which can be stated as follows. 
Definition. Suppose ck is a configuration belonging to the set of a configurations 
associated with the subsystem family in node s (i.e. ck E C,(s)). We know that it can be 
expressed as 
ck = {(($I(~,)&,)~*-~ (&&bh~))~ Prc(ck)y &c(Ck)). 
We can say that the configuration ck is a well-formed configuration if the following 
restrictions hold. 
(4 
(b) 
(4 
(4 
(4 
Prc(ck) = Uf=, Pr*(fmi) where 
Pr * (fmi) = 
1 
Prc if fmi = Ci, 
Prv if fmi = Vi. 
Every resources provided by the configuration ck is provided by some of its 
family members (configurations or module versions). 
&c(ck)= Uf=r &*(fmi)- Uf=, Pr*(fmi) 
where 
b*(fmi)= 
Rqc if fmi = Ciy 
Rqv if fmi = Vi. 
The configuration ck requires those resources required by all its family members 
(configurations or module versions) except for the resources already provided 
by some other component in the configuration. 
Prctck) ‘-’ R‘dck) = { > 
The configuration ck does not provide and require the same resources. 
For each i = 12,2, . . . ,I, we have 
Pr * (fmi) n Rq * (fmi) = { > 
The resources provided and required by each component (or family member) of 
the configuration ck are disjoint. 
For all fmi, fmj in the configuration ck such that i is not equal to k, we have 
Pr * (fmi) n Pr * (fmj) = { > 
No resources is provided by more than one component. 
(f) The intermodule uses of the resources have to be syntactically consistent with 
k) 
their definitions (i.e. intermodule type checking). 
For all the module versions fmi = Vi in ck, we have 
CZS(Ui) sat, AIS 
where m is the module family which has Vi as one of its module versions, i.e. 
ViE 
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In order to introduce the idea of a development sequence of software architectural 
descriptions, we define the notion of a software architectural description system. 
Definition. A software architectural description system is defined as the tuple: 
S= (L,L’,S&,,R), 
where L and L’ are the languages described earlier for the concrete and abstract 
interface specifications, respectively, of the operation resources, SSO is an initial 
software architectural system, and R is a set of change rules (including restrictions to 
their applications) that control the alteration of the software system descriptions. It 
should be clear that the language L and L’ are not a function of the software 
configuration states. These states, however, are represented in these chosen languages. 
Definition. If SS and SS’ are two software architectural descriptions, we say that SS’ is 
a direct extension of SS in the software architectural description system S if there exists 
one and only one rule of alteration such that r(SS) = SS’. Extensions, in general, of 
a particular software architectural description can be obtained by the application of 
a set of change-rules. 
Definition. Let { SSi}iENat be a sequence of software architectural descriptions, where 
Nat is the set of natural numbers (i.e. Nat E (0, 1, . . . }), such that for each i E Nat, SSi is 
a direct extension of SSi_ 1 in the software architectural description system S; we say 
that { SSi}isNat is a development sequence of software configurations. We take each 
software architectural description SSi of this sequence as the state of the evolving 
software system configuration. 
These change-rules involve essentially structure, resource, version, configuration 
and functional oriented alterations and the restrictions on their application can be 
seen as applicability conditions associated with programming-in-the-large trans- 
formations for software systems. These restrictions denote in general static and 
dynamic properties of the software system configurations. Examples of these restric- 
tions are ones that defines a software system configuration as well-formed and ones 
that define module family membership [1,2,5,6,12,17,18,20]. 
3. The logical framework and software descriptions 
In order to produce a logical model of an evolving software system configuration 
we have to describe each of the software architecture descriptions in a logical 
formalism. This formalism is described by a theory in the appropriate logic. This 
description is denoted by a pair ( LD, A,) where LD defines the extra-logical symbols 
used to define the current system representation and AD is the set of axioms used to 
define the properties of the representation. In the process of creating a description of 
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a theory we face three important and inter-related choices: the choice of the logic, the 
choice of the extra-logic symbols L, and the choice of theory description Au. In what 
follows we present our decisions concerning these choices. 
We will work in the setting of a many-sorted deontic-action logic-formalism. This 
logical approach allows us to model the process of change in software system 
configurations by providing a method for the formal description of the architecture of 
a software system configuration, the evolution of these changes and their timing, in 
other words we are modeling a software system, how a software configuration 
changes, what actions produce the changes, and when these changes may and must 
occur. Furthermore, we should be able to reason about the software system descrip- 
tions in order to investigate the effects of particular changes to a given configuration 
in relation to action descriptions or prescriptions. The logical formalism adopted for 
this study is a version of the logical system described in [16] which was used for the 
specification of computer-based ynamical systems with multiple components, dis- 
tributed databases, and electronic mail networks. 
In this formalism the actions are members of a set denoted by Act. An action tx is 
described by the modal connectives [-I_. An atomic modal formula is a formula 
denoted by [a] C$ where CI is a term of the action universe Act and C$ denotes a formula 
of this logic. Action names can act as arguments of predicates, functions and of other 
action names. 
A scenario is a global state of information in which the action description is based. 
It can be seen as a representation of the collection of properties of the software system 
configuration in a given instant of observation and it is represented by a consistent 
theory of the logic. 
An atomic modal formula expresses ome property about the movement between 
scenarios. This means that the description of an action in this logic is based upon the 
characterization of the hypothetical movement between scenarios. Modalities (i.e. 
atomic modal formulas) can involve not only first-order expressions but also other 
modalities as, for example, kS [a] ([/I] 4) where 4 can be a modal or a first-order 
formula. This expression states that if an action c1 is executed in a scenario s resulting 
in a scenario a(s), then if the action /I is executed, in the final resulting scenario /I(a(s)) 
the property 4 will be valid. We can also express conditional modalities, which are 
formulas presenting relativized descriptions of actions that have the general form 
II/ + [a] 4. This expression states that if tj is valid in a scenario, then if we execute CI in 
this scenario we will reach a scenario in which C$ is valid. 
In addition to the description (usually incomplete) of all the possible transforma- 
tions between scenarios through the notion of action, this logic describes the behavior 
of system descriptions by allowing the explicit statement of when a particular action 
‘may or must occur. In order to prescribe the use of actions, the deontic notions of 
permitted and obligatory actions are introduced. The following symbols are em- 
bodied in the logic: the predicates per, obl, prefof the type Act and the predicate obls of 
the type T(Acr) where T(Acr) is the set whose elements are finite sequences of actions. 
The symbols per(a), -~per(a) and obl(ct) mean that the action tx is permitted, not 
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permitted, and obligatory, respectively. A more detailed escription of this logic including 
syntactic categories, formation rules, axioms and inference rules is given in [1,3,5,6]. 
According to the formal high-level software configuration presented in the last 
section, a software architectural description can be represented in a first stage by 
a theory presentation with an extra-logical language LD which includes types for 
module and sybsystem family names, resources, versions, configurations, implementa- 
tions, components of configurations and resources. This representation also includes 
some extra-logical predicates that contain the information about the structure, re- 
source, version, configuration and functional aspects of the software descriptions. In 
this context, the change process of the software system configurations is characterized 
by a set of action names related to the possible alterations of these configurations 
together with their descriptive/prescriptive characterization. The change process is 
a theory (LD and An) which represents the static and dynamic behavior of the software 
architectural descriptions and will be illustrated in the next section. 
Consider the extra-logical anguage L, defined as follows. 
Definition. The language LD has the following extra-logical symbols: 
(a) A finite set of sorts related to the entities stated in the software architectural 
descriptions, and particularly including the following sorts: 
1. nf: names of the subsystem and module families; 
2. nr: resources described in the interfaces of the components of the description; 
3. nu: versions that belong to the module families; 
4. nc: configurations that belong to the sybsystem families; 
5. ni: implementations related to each of the module versions; 
6. ns: selectors for the configuration components that are defined by 
ns=ncunuu{null} 
where null is a special value which will have its meaning explained later; 
7. nt: type of the resources included in the software architectural description; 
8. cr: names of the sybsystem and module family creators. 
(b) Extralogical constant symbols: For each sort ZE T there exists a set (possibly 
empty) of constant symbols, each of which we say to be of sort z. 
(c) Action names: For each n > 0 and each n-tuple ( rl, . . . , 7,) such that Zi E T, 
i=l , ... 1 n, there exists a set (possibly empty) of action names of arity n that 
belong to the sort Act, each of which we say to be of type ( zl, . . . ,z,). The 
action names will be given in the next sections when we treat the alterations of 
the software architectural descriptions from the logic-deductive viewpoint. 
(d) Predicate extra-logical symbols: For each n > 0 and each n-tuple (zl, . . . ,r,) 
such that ri E T, i = 1 , . . . ,n, there exists a set (possibly empty) of n-arity predi- 
cates each of which we say to be of type (TV, . . . , t.). The following predicates 
and their associated types are included in the language LD: 
1. module-family: (nJ cr); 
2. subsystem-family: (nL cr); 
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3. object-provides: (nf, nr ); 
4. object-requires: (nf; nr); 
5. module_version: (nf, nv, ni); 
6. subsystem-configurations: (nf, nc): 
7. configuration-components: (nf, nc, nf; ns); 
8. versionpovides: (nf, nv, nr, nt); 
9. version_requires: (nf, nv, nr, nt); 
(e) Functional extra-logical symbols: For each n > 0 and for each n + I-tuple 
(r 19..*,*n+1 )suchthatri~T,i=l , . . . ,n, there exists a set (possibly empty) of 
n-arity function symbols each of which we say to be of type (rr , . . . ,z”+ 1 ). 
(f) Equality symbols: for some sorts T E T (possibly all) there exists a special predi- 
cate symbol = r of sort (z, z) which represents equality between objects of the 
sort t. 
(g) Variables: the usual infinite set of distinct variables for each sort of r. 
The first two predicates are used to state the known different objects of a configura- 
tion in a particular time. These objects can be modules or subsystems. The predicates 
3 and 4 state the resources required and provided by a particular object of the 
configuration. Predicate 5 is used to state the versions of each module family and the 
name of the particular source file that characterizes each version or implementation of 
the family. In order to express the fact that each family of subsystems is a set of 
configurations we use the predicate 6 to list all the names of configurations of 
a particular subsystem. The components of a given configuration, that can be either 
modules of other configurations, are given explicitly by the predicate 7, in which when 
the name of the component is the name of the sybsystem family, the content of selector 
is the name of the configuration that belongs to the family and when the name of the 
component is the name of a module family, the name stated by selector is the name of 
a version of this family. In other words, selector is used to indicate which particular 
version of a module or subsystem family has been selected to participate from 
a certain configuraton. The component that does not have such version receives the 
value default as the content of selector. The predicates 8 and 9 are used to detail the 
representation of the required and provided resources ince each version of an object 
(module or subsystem) has its own representation for each named resource in the 
module family interface. These predicates contain type attributes of programming 
language resources. Note that in principle the subsystems do not need to provide the 
detail representations of the resources in its specification since these representations 
can be derived when necessary from the component source files of versions that 
provide the resources. 
A particular set Ani of axioms for a simplified software architectural system, stated 
in the language LD, will now be given. 
Definition. The set of axioms ADi for the representation of a simplified presented 
software architectural system with a unique subsystem family SF and two module 
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families MF 1 and MF2 is given by: 
(I) subsystem_fumily (SF, patrick) 
object-provides (SF, a) 
object-provides (SF, b) 
object-requires (SF, c) 
object-requires (SF, d) 
subsystem_conjigurations (SF, C 1) 
subsystem-configurations (SF, C2) 
conJiguration_components (SF, C 1, MF 1, M 1.1) 
conjiguration-components (SF, Cl, MF2, M2.1) 
con$guration_components (SF, C2, MF2, M 1.2) 
configuration-components (SF, C2, MF 1, M2.1) 
(II) module-family (MF 1, johnston) 
object-provides (MF 1, a) 
object-provides (MF 1,f) 
object-requires (MF 1, d) 
object-requires (MF 1, b) 
module-version (MFl, M1.l, 11.1) 
module-version (MFl, M1.2,11.2) 
version-provides (MFl, M1.l, a, tl) 
version-provides (MFl, Ml.l,f, t2) 
version-requires (MFl, M1.l, b, t3) 
version-requires (MF 1, M 1.1, d, t4) 
version-provides (MFl, M1.2, a, t5) 
version-provides (MFl, M 1.2,f, t6) 
version-requires (MF 1, M 1.2, b, t3) 
version-requires (MF 1, M 1.2, d, t4) 
(III) module-family (MF2, thorne) 
object-provides (MF2, b) 
object-requires (MF2, c) 
object-requires (MF2,f) 
module-version (MF2, M2.1, 12.1) 
module-version (MF2, M2.2, 12.2) 
version-provides (MF2, M2.1, b, tl) 
version-requires (MF2, M2.1, c, t 7) 
version-requires (MF 1, M2.l,f, t8) 
version-provides (MF2, M2.2, b, t 1) 
version-requires (MF2, M2.2, c, t7) 
version-requires (MF 1, M2.2,J t8) 
Note that only a first step of the representation of the architectural descriptions was 
considered in this section. In this step of the representation the static part of the 
description was given by the set A n1 of axioms, since the change action descriptions 
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and prescriptions that determine when an alteration may or must occur were not yet 
treated. 
The semantics of the software configuration description change process is presented 
through a reasoning method applied to the evolving software system. It is a general 
tableau-based proof method for constant domain first-order action logic with arbit- 
rary (constant and nonconstant) actions. This method ultimately leads to a tableau- 
based theorem prover by which reasoning about structural, interconnection module 
dependencies and functional changes can be performed. The method is general in the 
sense that 
1. the various action modalities that characterize the different action-logic systems 
can be treated by considering equal inference rules for these various action 
modalities, 
2. and it contains a unification algorithm which can be specialized by changing 
some of its conditions in order to describe the correspondent conditions on the 
accessibility relation in Kripke semantics. 
This proof method can be considered an extension of the particular proof methods for 
deontic action logic and first-order modal logic described in [3,14]. Work in these 
previous papers also compares the resulting reasoning approach with the one in [9]. 
The purpose here is to derive efficient proof methods flexible enough to allow 
experimentation with different action logics in the context of the change process of 
software systems tructure and functionality. Extended action systems with deontic 
components provide a proper framework for these aspects of the study of revolving 
software systems [5,6]. Detailed tableau descriptions for various logics can be found 
in [10,19]. 
4. Structural, interconnection and functional changes 
In this section we will show how structural, interconnection and functional changes 
occur in the logical basis under consideration. For this purpose we encode in the 
logical formalism the conditions for valid software configuration alterations that were 
mentioned in Section 2. In this sense, we have to guarantee that the configurations 
remain valid after the software system is altered. Furthermore, we show how actions 
to change software configuration can be described and used in a deductive way to 
demonstrate whether a desired change to a particular software configuration state is 
convenient. We also describe the role of the prescriptive aspects of actions and show 
that in the adopted logical framework the alterations of high-level software descrip- 
tions can be viewed as programming-in-the large transformations that have both 
a descriptive and a prescriptive aspect. Finally, we consider the software system 
changes of a functional nature. 
We emphasize that the logical approach presented cannot be applied only to the 
model of configuration management described in Section 3. In fact, it seems that it can 
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be in principle applied to any model related to software engineering and should 
probably be very useful for validating metaprocesses. This is due to the applicability 
and usefulness of action logics in modeling the dynamic software system properties. 
For example, modal action logic (MAL), a predecessor of the present formalism, was 
suitable for the specification of dynamic aspects of distributed systems [16]. 
The generality of the logical formalism that has been adopted can also be seen if we 
consider the following “pattern” of change of general software descriptions denoted by 
SO. Assume that this description can be represented as an axiom set Ani in some 
language LD. Add to this set Ani the integrity restrictions of the description to obtain 
the set ADZ. Now add to the set An2 a set of axioms describing the actions txi, . . . ,c(, 
that can alter the description and the description of the actions that check if the 
description obeys the integrity conditions. Finally, add to the resulting set of axioms 
a set of axioms which state if each action may or must be executed in an arbitrary 
scenario of the change process. Assuming that C denotes a sequence of actions it is 
straightforward to define an operator [[ ]] to treat sequences of actions instead of 
a single action. Then the changes of the description because of the execution of the 
sequence of actions can be stated as 
[[Cl ] new_descriptions. 
Assuming that 0 denotes a sequence of actions, to check if the integrity conditions 
hold, we also have 
where II/ is the conjunction of the integrity restrictions and 4 denotes the result of the 
checking procedure. It is therefore clear that we can query in a general way if after the 
description is changed by a sequence of actions (“batch case”) whether the description 
obeys some intended (integrity) properties: 
L-Cal CC@11 4. 
Note that because of the expressive power of the logical formalism, other “patterns” of 
change can be specified. For example, assume that we want to know if a change obeys 
its integrity conditions only in some critical cases and let this case be properly 
characterized by a predicate A. Then, instead of the previous query we have 
A + CCC11 CC@11 4. 
We also note that some of the notions involved in the software architectural 
description modeling are of a very general nature, such as the ones about the 
relationship between a concrete interface and an abstract interface that will be 
described later in the next section. This fact also contributes to the generality of the 
formal change process. 
We have stated in the last section that the given axioms Ani for the representation 
of the architectural descriptions contain only the static aspects of these descriptions. 
In order to formalize the change process of these software descriptions we also have to 
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give a set of axioms related to the dynamic aspects, which we call ADZ. This set will 
contain axioms for action descriptions and for action prescriptions, i.e. axioms to 
describe the change actions and axioms that state when a change action should or 
must occur. 
Let us now consider the structure and interconnection changes related to the 
example described in the last section. The set of axioms AD2 related to the dynamic 
aspects of the static software architectural description presented in this example 
contains integrity axioms, action description axioms and action prescription axioms. 
We first consider the integrity axioms for well-formed configurations. A configuration 
c= {Ct,Q,..., c,,}, where each ci is either a module or other configurations, is said to 
be well-formed if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. These conditions 
were formally described in Section 2. 
1. Any resource provided by cfn (con$guration_name) is also provided by some 
component cpn of this configuration, i.e. 
Vsnlsubsystem-name tlrnlresource-name 
subsystem_conJgurations (sn, cfn) + 
{object-provides (sn, rn) -+ 
h/selector 3cpn/component_name 
(conJguration_components (sn, cfn, cpn, sv) A 
object-provides (cpn, rn))} 
2. The configuration denoted by cfn requires those resources that are required by 
all its components (cpn), except for the resources already provided by some other 
component of the configuration, i.e. 
Vsnlsubsystem-name Vrn/resource_name 
subsystem_conJgurations (sn, cfn) + 
{object-provides (sn, rn)cr 
3svlselector !kpn/component_name 
(conJguration_components (sn, cfn, cpn, sv) A 
object-requires (cpn, rn)) A 
h/selector i ikpnlcomponent-name 
(conjiguration_components (sn, cfn, cpn, sv) A 
object-provides (cpn, rn)))} 
3. The configuration denoted by cfn, does not provide and require the same 
resources, i.e. 
Vsnlsubsystem-name 1 3rn/resource_name 
subsystem_conjigurations (sn, cfn) + 
object-provides (sn, rn) A object-requires (sn, rn) 
4. The resources provided and required by each component cpn of cfn, are disjunct, 
i.e. 
Vsnlsubsystem-name subsystem_conjigurations (sn, cfn) + 
Vsvlselector tlcpn/component_name 
(conJiguration_components (sn, cfn, cpn, sv) -+ 
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1 3m/resource_name object-provides (sn, rn) A 
object-requires (sn, rn) 
5. No resource is provided by more than one component cpn of cfn, i.e. 
Vsnlsubsystem-name subsystem_conjigurations (sn, cfn) + 
Vsv, sv’fselector Vcpn, cpn’Jcomponent_name 
Vrnlresource-name con$guration_components (sn, cfn, cpn, sv) A 
conjiguration_components (sn, cfn, cpn’, sv’) A 
object-provides (cpn,rn) A object-provides (cpn’, rn) + 
cpn = cpn’ 
6. In addition, we can require that the use of the resources through the module 
interfaces are syntactically consistent with their definitions. 
The set of axioms AD2 must also contains action description axioms. In the context 
of the logical formalism the above conditions can be seen as conditions associated 
with programming-in-the-large transformations to the high-level software architec- 
tural descriptions. These transformations are stated by means of action descriptions 
and the deontic features of the logic. In order to illustrate these aspects we also 
have to specify the actions that produce changes to the particular software system 
theory as well as when the actions may and must occur. The following example is 
related to the simple software architectural description given in the last section and 
involves checking one of the conditions to determine if the configurations are well- 
formed after some resource is added to the interface of one of the software system 
components. This process is expressed by the following formulas that describe the 
change process: 
1. Vcfn A(cfn) + [Check_wf(cfn)] Wf(cfn) 
2. Vrn, un[Znclude_pr(rn, un)] prouides (rn, un) where 
A(cfn) = del Vcfn, rn. {prouides(cfn, rn) + 
3sn, spn, vn. conjiguration_components (sn, cfn, cpn, un) A provides (cpn, rn)}. 
The expression A(cfn) states that each resource provided by the configuration cfn has 
also to be provided by at least one of the components cpn with version vn. Further- 
more, the first formula states that if we are in a scenario in which this condition is valid 
and execute the action that checks if the configuration cfn is well-formed (Check_wf ), 
we obtain the resulting fact that it really is well-formed. The second formula exemp- 
lifies the definition of a simple change to the software description through the action 
(Include_pr) that is used for inclusion of a provided resource rn in a certain module or 
subsystem family. 
Suppose we want to verify if the inclusion of a certain resource in a given 
configuration component implies the preservation of the condition for being well- 
formed. A tableau proof of the formula [lnclude_pr(g, MFl)] [Check_wf (Cl)] 
Wf (Cl) shows that once this formula is valid, we can include in the given software 
system description a resource g in the configuration component MFl (a module 
family) and still preserve the well-formed nature ( Wf (C 1)) of the configuration Cl. 
The details are presented in [5,6]. 
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The final subset of the axiom set An2 related to the dynamic aspects of the software 
architectural descriptions is the one with the prescription axioms. We exemplify the 
queries that involve the prescriptive aspect of actions, by adding the formula 
[Znclude_pr(p, C)] [Check_wf(C)] Wf(C) + per(Znclude_pr(p, C)) 
to the software description above. In consequence of this addition, we can infer if the 
action of inclusion of a particular provided resource p to a given configuration C is 
permitted. In general, this can be done by considering the validity of the permission to 
execute the action and the corresponding proof is obtained in the same way as the 
previous one described in this section. Note that the alterations of high-level software 
descriptions can be viewed as programming in the large transformations and that they 
have both a descriptive and a prescriptive aspect. 
In order to investigate the effect of software changes of a functional nature we have, 
in principle, to consider the two notions of satisfiability associated with the concrete 
and abstract interface specifications mentioned in Section 2. The first one (satI) 
concerns the proof of correctness of the source code for the functional resources in 
relation to its concrete interface specification CIS (program partial/total correctness). 
This proof is achieved, for example, through deductive systems similar to those of 
[I 1,131. The second notion of satisfiability (satl) concerns the proof of correctness of 
the concrete interface specification CIS with respect o an abstract interface specifica- 
tion of the resources. In this case we can use a logic similar to the logic underlying the 
methods of VDM [15]. We thus have to prove, using the deontic action logic as 
metalanguage, when particular formulas associated either with the underlying logic of 
the methods of VDM (logic of partial functions (LPF) [15]) or with the program 
verification logic (PL), are valid. Consequently, in general, an interaction between 
a theorem prover for the deontic action metalogic and the two other logics that 
express the two levels of satisfiability has to be considered. However, in what follows, 
we only consider the interaction between the theorem provers for the adopted 
metalanguage and for the Hoare-like logic for the verification of a set of deterministic 
programs called while-programs. 
Let us consider, for example, if a particular module version un is a member of 
a module family mod. We denote family_membership_cond(vn, mod) as the nonfunc- 
tional membership condition. When we introduce software system description cha- 
nges, we also have to consider whether the functional properties of the resources 
specified in the concrete interface specification and expressed by precondition and 
postconditions assertions in a Hoare-like style are satisfied by their corresponding 
source codes op_code. We assume that the operations op which appear in the concrete 
interface of a module version and its precondition and postconditions are given by the 
predicates module_oper(vn, op), module_pre(vn, op, pre) and module_post(vn, op, post) 
in which pre and post are deontic action logic terms that encode formulas of 
a Hoare-like programming logic. 
We note that the action to test the module family membership is permitted only 
if for each concrete interface operation resources, both its precondition and 
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postconditions are given. This is expressed by the next formula where fn is the source 
file name that realize the module version on: 
moduie_versions(mod, vn, fn) --* Vop, pre, post (module_oper(vn, op) + 
(module_pre(vn, op, pre) A module_post(vn, op, post))) 
-, per(membership_test(un, mod)). 
The corresponding action description for membership_test(vn, mod) is given by: 
family_membership_cond(vn, mod) A Qop, pre, post (operation-code 
(vn, op, op-code) A 
module_pre(vn, op, pre) A module_post(vn, op, post) A 
provePL( { pre} op_code{ post})) + [membership-test 
(vn,mod)] family_member(vn, mod) 
In this expression the predicate prove P,_. is used to encode the derivability relation of 
the Hoare programming logic in the deontic-action metalogic. For this purpose we 
have a theorem prover for the programming logic which operates with program 
precondition and postconditions as its input and output concrete specifications, 
respectively. 
Let us illustrate the reasoning process about the functional aspects of the module 
family membership by determining if a particular module version V belongs to 
a module family M. In fact, we want to investigate if the formula [member- 
ship_test( V, M)] family_member( V, M) is valid by constructing its proof in the logical 
framework. Note that these expressions assert that this can only be done if a per- 
mission associated with this membership test is granted. When we come to the point 
of proving the assertion in the predicate prove PL, the theorem provers interact in the 
following way. First, the metalanguage deontic-action logic-prover calls the program- 
ming logic-prover with the assertion. Then, if the programming logic-prover succeeds 
in proving the assertion, the associated branch also closes. If not, the branch cannot be 
closed and the formula is not a valid one. Sequences of action changes (“batch case”) 
of software descriptions can be considered, for example, as [[CO]] [member- 
ship_test(vn, on)] family_member(un, on) where o is any action sequence which char- 
acterizes the proposed alterations. The details are given in [5,6]. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper the semantics of the change process applied to software configuration 
states (formally taken as software system architectural descriptions) was given by 
a logical approach. This method involves theories representing software configura- 
tions and their changes when affected by actions in a framework which also includes 
deontic features of the actions. The description of the logical framework also shows 
how structural, interconnection and functional changes occur in this logical base. This 
method involves encoding in the logical formalism the conditions for valid software 
configuration alterations. Furthermore, we have shown how actions to change soft- 
ware configuration can be described and used in a deductive way to demonstrate 
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whether a desired structural, interconnection or functional change to a particular 
software configuration state is convenient. The reasoning method presented in this 
paper can be seen as a realization of the semantics for the software configuration 
change process. We described the role of the prescriptive aspects of actions and 
showed that in the proposed logical framework the alterations of high-level software 
descriptions can be viewed as programming-in-the-large transformations that have 
both a descriptive and a prescriptive aspect. The functional aspect of configuration 
changes was treated by the interaction between a constructed theorem-prover for the 
deontic action-logic metalanguage and an available programming logic-prover. 
Queries concerning the desirability of particular actions to change software config- 
uration states in practical applications can have their efficiency enhanced, if we 
consider the possibility of partitioning the whole software configuration theory in 
modular segments. Each modular segment would describe a particular aspect of the 
configuration (e.g. structural or resource directed) and would then be submitted along 
with its associated query to the prover. Actually, however, we are more interested in 
modeling the whole change process so that our formal logical framework can be seen 
essentially as a formal specification of a practical software configuration application. 
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